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1. Introduction LetZ and Nmeanas usual. For q, aJNand bJZ,
we write by S(q, a, b) the set {[(qn+b)/a]: n∈Z} where [x] means the
greatest integer ≦ Ⅹ.
We treated the following problem in the paper mentioned in the title
(We quote that paper by 111 in the following) :
Let q, ai, a2, Vi and v2∈N suchthat
(1) q-viai+v2a2 and (q, ai)-(q, a2)- (ai, a2)-1.
Then the problem is to list up all the combinations of {bi(i) ≦i≦Vi} and
{WJ) ≦j≦v2} for which the following Vi +v2 sequences
(2) S(q, ai, Wl') 1≦i≦vi andS(q, a2) b2(j)) 1≦j≦v2
make an eventually covering family (ECF).
We gave a complete answer (as a matter of fact) of this problem in
Ill, but the formulation of the result stated there does not reveal the sym-
metrical property of it with respect to ai and a2. And consequently, we
can not see clearly the fact that the assumption ai≧a2 which is supposed
at the start of the proof is omittable from the final result.
The aim of this note is to reformulate our result in a symmetrical
form, and by that ascertain the above fact.
2. In the following, we employ the same notations of III.
Lettand t∈Z such as
(3) ait…a2 (mod q) and tt…1 (mod q).
We take v2 integers
(4) ≦co≦cl≦.…≦Cv?-i≦v1-1.
Then we proved the following result in III (strictly speaking under the
assumption ai ≧ a2) :
(a) For (2) to be an ECF, it is necessary and sufficient that {b2J
l≦j≦v2} is equivalent to the set仁ht-ch-1: 0≦h≦V2-1}.
(b) If {b2(J)} of an ECF of type (2) is given, then {bi(i)} is determined
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uniquely up to modulo q. Namely for {b2(])} given in (a), we obtain
{b/ll : 1≦i≦vi}-{ka!+E(k): 0≦k≦Vi-1} (modq)
where E(k) is the sum of es for s such that l≦S≦ka2 by considering s
modulo vi, and es is the cardinality of {h: Ch-Vi -S).
(N.B. We take {bi(1)} and {b2(J)} by translating -ai and -a2 respectively
from those given in III. And in I工I, ai of kai is misprinted as a2.)
Now we start to reformulate these results as stated in §1. As we
consider ECF's up to their equivalence, we may assume cv2- -vj - 1 in (4).
Now we define fi as the cardinality of {h: Ch-i-1}. And put dk-fi+U+
‥.+fk for l≦k≦Vi-1. We put d。-O. Then we obtain vi numbers such
aS
(5) 0-d。≦dl≦d2≦‥.≦dv,-i≦V。-1.
Theorem. Notations being as above, the sequences of (2) make an
ECF if and only if their residue sets are equivalent to
{b.(i) ≦i≦vl}-卜k主dk:0≦k≦v1-1),
{b2(J) : 1≦j≦v2}-{-h卜Ch-1: 0≦h≦V2-1}.
Proof. It is sufficient if we ascertain that
{ka!+E(k): 0≦k≦vi-1}-{-kt-dk: 0≦k≦V1-1} (modq).
We define K by
K-([(ka2-1)/Vi]+l)vi-ka2fork∈ [0,v,-1].
Then by (1), we see that K∈ [0, v,-1] and the correspondence between
k and K is bijective. And by noting ei+e2+ ‥‥+evl -v2, we obtain that
E(k) - ( [(ka2-1)/vi] +l)v2-dK.
Hence by Vit…-v2 (mod q) and a2モ…ai (mod q), we obtain that kai+E(k)
≡-Kt-dK (modq).
This Theorem means that the residue sets {bi } and {b2U } are deter一
mined by sequences of type (5) and (4) respectively. Here we note that
the correspondence of (4) and (5) is bijective (under the condition cv2-1 - Vi
-1). Hence by Lemma 7 of III, we see the symmetrical nature between
eqivalence classes of {bi ]] and {b2 }.
3. We conclude this note with a remark. As stated in III, the cardinal-
lty of non-equivalent residue sets depends only on Vi and v2 (i.e. independent
on ai and a2). And as shown above, the residue sets depend only on
sequences (4), (5), t and t. These facts seem to suggest a close relation
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between ECF's and trees. (For our case, the relation is between ECF's of
type (2) and two trees which have Vi and V2 arcs respectively).
Such relation is not surprising since as noted in II, there is a close
relation between ECF′s and ECS′s, and also between ECS and a tree. We
see a similar relation in Proposition 4 of II. We hope in future to clarify
the phenomena suggested by these. But we need some more fundamental
investigations to fulfil that.
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